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Abstract

We present TexAvatar, a text-driven human texture gener-
ation system for creative human avatar synthesis. Despite
the huge progress in text-driven human avatar generation
methods, modeling high-quality, efficient human appear-
ance remains challenging. With our proposed neural re-
parameterized texture optimization, TexAvatar generates a
high-quality UV texture in 30 minutes, given only a text
description. The generated UV texture can be easily su-
perimposed on animatable human meshes without further
processing. This is distinctive in that prior works generate
volumetric textured avatars that require cumbersome rig-
ging processes to animate. We demonstrate that TexAvatar
produces human avatars with favorable quality, with faster
speed, compared to recent competing methods.

1. Introduction
Virtual human avatar is a key component in multimedia

industrial fields such as movies, games, and AR/VR. Profes-
sional graphic designers strive to embody realistic or creative
virtual human characters. Still, the hand-designed generation
of animatable and textured 4D human avatars requires cum-
bersome and time-consuming efforts with intensive labor and
the pain of creation. To reduce such burdens, approaches for
capturing or generating natural human motions have been ex-
tensively studied [4, 24, 20, 9, 18], but studies for capturing
or generating realistic human textures remain challenging.

Several attempts tried to capture human textures from
visual observations [2, 15, 10, 1, 23, 5]. While those meth-
ods may faithfully reconstruct human textures, they require
carefully captured multi-view images or expensive texture
datasets. More importantly, they cannot generate human tex-
ture, which limits the scope of their application. To build an
affordable and easy-to-use human texture generation system
for real-world applications, we focus on the task of generat-
ing high-quality human textures from text descriptions, i.e.,
text-driven human texture generation.

Figure 1. Given the user’s text description, TexAvatar gener-
ates high-resolution UV texture by synthesis-through-optimization.
Generated textures can be rasterized onto any SMPL-X motion
sequence to synthesize 4D human avatars.

In this work, we present TexAvatar, an efficient text-
driven human texture generation system. Given a text de-
scription about the avatar’s appearance, TexAvatar generates
a high-quality UV texture image that conforms to the input
prompt via synthesis-through-optimization (see Fig. 1). Due
to the absence of high-resolution UV texture map datasets
paired with the text descriptions, TexAvatar leverages the
powerful text-to-image diffusion model for its supervision
during optimization [17, 19]. The core of TexAvatar is the
neural re-parameterized optimization for UV texture genera-
tion. Instead of directly optimizing the pixel values of the
UV texture map, we propose to re-parameterize the initial
UV texture map into a neural network and optimize its neural
parameters.

We highlight that TexAvatar is preferable than recent text-
driven human avatar generation works [25, 6, 8, 3, 7] in that



Figure 2. Comparison w/ competing methods. TexAvatar generates a human UV texture map with synthesis-through-optimization. The
optimization takes about 0.5 hours, and no post-processing is required for superimposing the texture onto the meshes and animating meshes.

it optimizes the UV texture map, which can be efficiently
rasterized with a parametric human mesh model, i.e., SMPL-
X [16] while achieving 4∼10× faster optimization speed
with favorable human appearance quality.

We summarize our main contributions as follows:

• TexAvatar, a text-driven generation of high-quality UV
texture maps for human avatars.

• Neural re-parameterized texture optimization that utilizes
a neural network prior to generating high-resolution and
locally-smooth texture.

• Significantly faster texture optimization for enabling real-
world applications and seamless rasterization of generated
texture maps with animatable human meshes.

2. Related work

Our task is related to text-driven human texture genera-
tion. Recently, a few impressive works tried to ease such a
process with an avatar generation method that only requires
simple text prompts [13, 25, 6, 8, 3, 7]. These methods
can be categorized into (1) Volumetric avatar-based and (2)
Mesh-based texture generation methods.

Volumetric avatar-based texture generation. With the
huge success of neural radiance fields, i.e., NeRF [14],
and volume rendering, most recent methods [6, 8, 3, 7]
model human texture as per-point color of 3D volumetric
spaces. As a seminal work, AvatarCLIP [6] implemented
a 3D human avatar as a volumetric representation called
NeuS [22], which is initialized with the template SMPL [11]
mesh. AvatarCLIP optimizes the geometry and per-point
color of 3D points sampled from volumetric spaces. Many
follow-up works [8, 3, 7] showed improved results using

the text-to-image diffusion model [19] as their supervision
or modifying volumetric representations. However, most
volumetric avatar-based texture generation methods suffer
from significant drawbacks, where they need cumbersome
post-processing to animate their generated 3D avatar. More
importantly, such methods require 2 to 6 hours to synthesize
a static avatar, making the real-world application impractical.

Our proposed TexAvatar leverages the efficient rasteriza-
tion of high-resolution UV texture maps and achieves faster
generation, about 30 minutes. As a favorable by-product,
TexAvatar does not need any post-processing to animate the
textured avatars, showing its potential for real-world graph-
ics applications (Fig. 2).

Mesh-based texture generation. Another line of work is
a mesh-based texture generation method. Seminal works,
Text2Mesh [13] and CLIP-Actor [25] have shown plausible
visual qualities and faster texture generation speed. However,
their generation qualities are limited because they generate
per-vertex features for representing human textures. Such
texture representations generate diffuse color values for dis-
crete and coarse mesh vertices and interpolate the vertex
colors to express mesh face colors, resulting in blurry tex-
tures. Moreover, such per-vertex texture cannot guarantee
a locally-smooth texture. In other words, it is hard to reg-
ularize adjacent vertices to have similar colors, which is
mandatory for realistic human textures.

In this work, TexAvatar aims to generate high-resolution
and human UV texture map images, which can express
locally-smooth and high-fidelity texture while efficiently
texturizing animated meshes.



Figure 3. TexAvatar: Overall system. TexAvatar generates a high-resolution UV texture map via synthesis-through-optimization. Starting
from a randomly sampled noise, TexAvatar generates a UV texture map. Then, the generated texture map is superimposed on the T-posed
SMPL-X mesh, generating a full-body textured mesh. Given a user’s text description of the appearance of the human avatar, TexAvatar
differentiably rasterizes the textured mesh and computes the loss to obtain the update gradient. Note that TexAvatar re-parameterizes a UV
texture map with U-Net, and updates U-Net with the obtained gradient rather than directly optimizing the pixel values of the texture map.

3. Text-driven Neural Re-parameterized Hu-
man Texture Optimization

In this section, we first explain the TexAvatar optimiza-
tion. Then, we elaborate more on the benefits of neural
re-parameterized texture optimization.
TexAvatar optimization. TexAvatar consists of two main
parts: a U-Net-based texture map generation and a pre-
trained diffusion model-based texture update (see Fig. 3).
TexAvatar generates a high-resolution UV texture map by
optimizing U-Net Gθ. Note that an arbitrary input is fixed
during the optimization. Since TexAvatar synthesizes a tex-
ture map through optimization, it will produce a random
texture map at the very early stage of its optimization. The
generated UV texture map is superimposed on the canonical,
i.e., T-posed, SMPL-X mesh. We implement this by lever-
aging pre-defined texture mapping of the SMPL-X mesh
model. Then, TexAvatar rasterizes the textured human mesh
into multi-view full-body and face-focused images.

Given multi-view images of the avatar’s body and face
images I, Score-Distillation Sampling (SDS) [17] is applied
to compute the text-conditioned texture update gradients.
Specifically, we employ a denoising function of the pre-
trained text-to-image latent diffusion model Dϕ, i.e., Stable-
Diffusion [19]. We then add random noise for t steps, obtain-
ing noisy image It. Given the text prompt y, the denoising
function estimates the injected noise ϵ̂ϕ(It; y, t), where its
error measured between the actual injected noise ϵ becomes
the update direction ∇θLSDS for TexAvatar, i.e.,

∇θLSDS(ϕ, I) = Et,ϵ

[
m(t)(ϵ̂ϕ(It; y, t)− ϵ)

∂I

∂θ

]
, (1)

where m(t) denotes a weighting function conditioned on the

diffusion noise timestep, and θ denotes the neural parameters
of the texture generator U-Net. Iterative update of U-Net Gθ

with ∇θLSDS finally yields a high-quality UV texture map
that conforms to the user’s text description.
Neural re-parameterized texture optimization. Before
trying our neural re-parameterization, one might try a naı̈ve
baseline method to optimize a UV texture map, i.e., direct
pixel optimization of UV texture, with the same supervision.

Figure 4 compares direct texture map pixel optimization
and our proposed neural re-parameterized texture map opti-
mization. Our proposed optimization’s generated UV texture
and final textured avatars achieve a much smoother and high-
fidelity texture than the baseline method. For the baseline,
the supervision ∇θLSDS is strong enough to make coarse
texture look plausible, but the lack of pixel-wise dependency
leads the locally non-smooth texture, showing substantial tex-
ture jitters. On the other hand, our neural re-parameterized
optimization inherits the prior [21] induced from the archi-
tecture of U-Net Gθ, where it consists of a diverse scale of
convolution kernels. Such convolution kernels allow texture
optimization to consider locality in texture map space, gen-
erating a locally-smooth texture map. Furthermore, since
human textures are likely to have similar or repeated patterns
across the body, the convolution kernels can help reduce the
difficulty of optimization.

4. Results
In this section, we show TexAvatar’s qualitative results.

In Fig. 5, we visualize the generated human avatars in the
canonical pose and animated poses. We utilize the text-to-
motion retrieval system proposed by CLIP-Actor [25] to
animate the generated human avatars in the canonical pose.



Figure 4. Benefits of neural re-parameterized texture optimization. By updating the convolutional kernels in texture generator U-Net,
Gθ , TexAvatar yields high-quality and locally-smooth UV textures compared to the naı̈ve baseline of direct texture map pixel optimization.

Figure 5. Qualitative results. Generated UV texture maps can be superimposed on any animated SMPL-X mesh sequences without
post-processing. MoCap datasets [12], text-to-motion retrieval, or generation [25, 20, 9] can be used for textured human avatar animation.

The qualitative results demonstrate the plausible and high-
quality human texture generation of TexAvatar.

5. Conclusion

We present TexAvatar, a text-driven human UV texture
generation method. A synthesis-through-optimization sys-
tem with neural re-parameterized texture and pre-trained text-
to-image diffusion model as a supervision yield significantly
improved quality of human texture and faster optimization.

The limitation of TexAvatar is its absence of geometric

details. Since this work is in progress, we plan to extend
TexAvatar to support surface geometry displacements for
more details and more vivid texture in our future work.
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